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Popularity on
the rise with
penthouses
DEMAND for apartments at
the top in Brisbane is hitting
new heights, with three
penthouses already sold off -
the- plan for a total $8.9 million
in the $100m Vida riverfront
development at West End.

Just one of the super luxury
dual -level penthouses now
remains, priced at $3m.

There has also been strong
demand for four -bedroom
apartments - with four sold for
between $1.55m and $1.72m,
leaving just one available -and
three- bedroom apartments,
with five sold for between
$1.25m and $1.4m, leaving just
three on the market.

Vida, being undertaken by
private Brisbane developer
Pointcorp, was released to the
market in June and will

comprise 148 apartments across
two 12 -level riverfront
buildings.

More than 95 per cent of the
apartments, 2km from the
Brisbane CBD, have already
sold, with construction due to
start late this year.

Pointcorp sales and
marketing manager Sam
Patterson said the strong
demand for the most spacious
and luxurious apartments
signalled a turning point for the
Brisbane apartment market.

"We have sold 12 apartments
for in excess of $1.25m in a
matter of months," he said.

"That is in stark contrast to
the demand that has been
experienced in Brisbane over
the past few years, with the
majority of interest targeted

toward smaller, entry -level
apartments.

"As a result, most new
developments released in
recent times have catered to
this market, so to have this type
of success with a project that is
specifically designed for those
wanting a larger apartment
with the highest -quality fittings
and finishes is a real sign the
market has begun to shift."

Vida has been designed by
architects Cottee Parker to
maximise its riverfront position
on Riverside Drive. It has a
diverse mix of apartments, with
one, two, three and four
bedroom options, along with
the premium five -bedroom
penthouses. Final apartments
in Vida are priced between
$409,000 and $3m.

VIDA

Developer Pointcorp
Location:
West End, Brisbane

Address: 101 Riverside Drive

Sales office: On site

Open: Monday to Saturday,
l0am4pm;
Sunday, l0am -1 pm

Phone 1800 773 779

Website:
vidawestend.com.au

Features - Amenities
 148 one, two, three and
four -bedroom apartments
 Five -bedroom sub -
penthouses and two -level
penthouses
 Two 12 -level buildings
 21<m from the Brisbane
CBD

 Construction expected to
start late this year
 18 -month building
timeframe
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